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ABSTRACT
The paper deals with digital image correlation method that belongs to the most modern optical method used in experimental mechanics. The main attention is devoted to an application of this method in determination of modal parameters. There is described a methodology of measurement of eigenshapes and eigenfrequencies by high-speed correlation system Q-450 Dantec Dynamics. A part of this procedure is software called Modan that was designed and created as effective tools for evaluation of such type of experimental measurements.

1. Introduction
Every structure has a tendency to vibrate under certain frequencies. This phenomenon is known as a resonance. In resonance state the amplitudes can reach critical values. From this point of view, vibrations created in majority of mechanical systems are undesirable not only because of increased noise and dynamical stresses that can in some cases lead to malfunction or failure of structure, but also due to loss of energy and decreasing of efficiency. There are known many cases where the excessive vibrations of one or several parts of structure led to their damage or decreasing of lifetime. That is the reason why the dynamic analysis of structure is a part of its design stage. After its realization and during introduction of the structure into operation is necessary to verify assumptions of analytical solution [10] by experiments.

Experimental determination of modal parameters from measured data is known as a modal testing or experimental modal analysis. Its cornerstone lies on investigation of relation between excitation and response of the object in frequency domain. For the measurement in the experimental modal analysis are mostly used the sensors of acceleration [1]. Due to progress that has been achieved in the area of computer techniques there are more in forefront also modern optical systems that allow to provide high-speed contactless and full-filed measurements of space displacements or velocities of object. To this category of measurement systems belong laser vibroscanners or devices working on the principle of pulse ESPI or digital image correlation, which will be described into details below.

2. Digital image correlation (DIC)
In the 3D digital image correlation technique, stochastic speckle patterns on specimen surfaces are observed by two cameras in a stereoscopic setup (Fig. 1). The digitized images are compared to match subsets – so called facets (Fig. 2) – from one image to another by using an image correlation algorithm.

Fig. 1: The principle of spatial image correlation.

Fig. 2: Virtual grid and facets determined on stochastic speckle pattern of the object surface.

With knowledge of the imaging parameters for each camera and the orientations of the cameras with respect to each other, the position of each object point in three dimensions is calculated. In order to evaluate surface displacements and strains on the object
3. Using the DIC method in modal analysis

In the modal analysis can be applied the correlation systems that provide high-speed dynamic measurements with scanning frequency at least 500 fps. The program environments of these measurement systems do not have analytical instruments needed for evaluation of such experiment. For example in the case of broadband excitation, the system is not able to represent the shapes of corresponding eigenfrequencies. In order to determine them, it is necessary to accomplish additional numerical processing of results in different environment. At the Department of Applied Mechanics and Mechatronics, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, TU in Košice was developed software Modan [3][4][6] that allows such visualization for system Q-450 Dantec Dynamics [1][2][9]. The principle of program lies on frequency analysis of time-dependent charts of displacements of all points of a grid of correlated object’s surface that was excited by broadband frequency by one of the following method:

- **impact hammer**,
- **electromagnetic exciter with stochastic signal**,
- **acoustically by white noise**.

Under such type of excitation are excited all modes in given frequency range at once [5]. Correlation system records time-dependent deformation of surface on object that consists of partial deformations of individual modes. In Fig. 3 is example of deformation of a grid of ventilator blade excited by modal hammer. The time-dependent space displacements measured by the system Q-450 are then transformed in program Modan by Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT). Accordingly, the eigenshapes of individual eigenfrequencies are separated.

**Modan v.1.0 is able to represent:**
- **average frequency spectrum of displacements of surface points on object (x, y, z or resulting) in linear or logarithmic coordinates**,
- **eigenshapes of vibration (resulting or their components) that correspond to eigenfrequencies of object**.

Conception of the program allows its full using not only in modal analysis, but also in analysis of vibration. The results are available promptly and beside of visualization they can be exported in the form of graphical and data files [6].

4. A basic principle of the modan algorithm

System Q-450 stores the results of measurement into files HDF5 [7][8], every one from which belongs to one time step of measurement. The files have hierarchic structure that consists of three main groups – coordinates, displacements, and strains, respectively. Every group consists of several data sets with values measured in nodes of contour grid. Exported files with results represent data inputs into program Modan. Algorithm of program can be divided into two parts. The output of the first part is average frequency spectrum of displacements of all points of contour grid. In ideal case the peaks of graph identify the eigenfrequencies of object. The user then chooses eigenfrequencies the eigenshapes of which it will plot. Graphical representation of eigenshape is the task of second part of algorithm.

The description of algorithm will be restrained only to processing of displacement in direction of axis z. The displacements in direction x and y are processed similarly and so they are not considered in explanation [6].

The algorithm creates from input data three-dimensional matrices on which are provided neces-
sary mathematical operations. The input for computation consists of the following data sets:

- mask of surface,
- coordinates of nodal points of contour grid,
- displacements of nodal points \(x, y, z\).

From the file named `series_step_0000.hdf5`, in which are saved results of correlation of the 0-th reference step are read spatial coordinates of grid points. The algorithm creates matrix of reference coordinates \(\text{CoorXYZ}\) (Fig. 4) that will represent one of the input for the second part of algorithm.

From all time steps, there are read displacements of points and consequently is created the three-dimensional matrix of displacements \(\text{DisZ}\) with elements \(z_{ijk}\) that represents displacement of given point in certain step i.e. in time. The indices \(i\) and \(j\) define point of a grid, index \(k\) the time step (Fig. 4).

The frequency-dependent displacements are obtained by Fast Fourier Transformation of their time behaviour. The matrix of displacement frequency spectrum \(\text{DisZfft}\) (Fig. 4) is then created by elements \(Z_{ijl}\), where index \(l\) represents value of corresponding frequency in frequency sequence \(f\) (Fig. 4).

The average displacement of surface for every frequency is computed by averaging values of all points, which gives as frequency dependence of average displacements \(Z = Z(f)\).

In Fig. 5 is shown example of average frequency spectrum of displacements generated by program Modan. The user then can choose a frequency the eigenshape of which he wants plot.

From the matrix of displacement frequency spectrum \(\text{DisZfft}\) the algorithm read values of displacements of all points of the grid \(Z_{ijl}\) for chosen frequency \(f_l\). These values are multiplied by appropriate magnification coefficient, they are assigned to reference coordinates of grid and smoothing functions smooth the resulting new matrix of co-

![Coordinate matrix CoorXYZ, matrix of displacements DisZ of grid points, matrix of average frequency spectrum of displacements DisZfft and frequency sequence.](image)

![Example of average frequency spectrum of displacements of ventilator blade.](image)
ordinates of grid point. This process transforms the reference grid of surface to the form that corresponds to eigenshape of object for given frequency and this shape is depicted in colors as can be seen in Fig. 6.

In Fig. 7 is shown graphical user interface of Modan program. The main window is divided into nine parts. The part (1) is control panel with ten buttons. The part (2) serves to choose a direction of vibration. Average frequency spectrum of displacement in chosen direction is displayed in the windows (3) and (4).

On the observed surface was sprayed, for purposes of correlation, black and white speckle pattern (Fig. 8). The object was excited by impact hammer Brüel & Kjær 8206 with plastic tip. Frame rate of cameras was 1000 fps and total time of acquisition was 1 second. The measurement was done by two CCD cameras Phantom SpeedSense 9060 (Fig. 9) with image resolution of 1280x800 pixels. Coordinates of surface points and their spatial displacements were evaluated in every step of measurement in Q–450 software Istra 4D. The exported files with results were then processed in Modan.

These windows also serve to finding peak frequencies. A chart displayed in the window (4) represents average frequency response without rigid body movements. An approaching one of the five intervals of frequency range is realized by clicking on radio buttons of the part (5). Modal shapes of vibration are shown in the windows (6). The part (7) shows maximal and minimal values of displacements. The field (8) is list of selected eigenfrequencies. A scale of magnification can be changed by the text field (9).

5. Experimental determination of mode shapes by DIC method

The object of measurement was an interior part of automobile front door. The door was freely suspended using a rope. Investigated area can be characterized as relative flat surface with moderately complicated contour.

An evaluated contour of the investigated area can be seen in the Fig. 10. An evaluated contour of the investigated area can be seen in the Fig. 10.

In Fig. 11 is given graphical chart of frequency-dependence of averaged displacements of the object in direction z.
On the basis of visualization of vibration shapes that correspond to frequencies where the average displacements have their local maxima, it was possible to identify individual modes of the door. Eigenfrequencies that were determined by this way in Modan are shown in the Table 1.

Some interesting mode shapes of the door obtained by MODAN 1.0 are visualized in the Fig. 12, 13, 14 and 15. The deformation scaling factor was set to 1000:1 and a rigid body motion was removed.

6. Conclusion

The paper deals with problems of measurement of eigenshapes and eigenfrequencies by DIC method. The standard method of their measurement can be considered to be time-consuming and complicated and because of this there was proposed a new method that is restrained to only one measurement and accordingly saves time and costs for experiment. Its core lies on appropriate broadband excitation of object by impact hammer or by exciter with stochastic excitation signal, e.g. white noise. In the method is included software for processing of results from such a measurement. In the program Matlab was especially for system Q-450 developed software application Modan. This program is able to determine average frequency spectrum of displacements of surface points on object and then to determine individual eigenfrequencies. Modan represents separated eigenshapes graphically. Main advantage of using digital image correlation consists in spatial visualization of eigenshapes. Beside of resulting spatial shape, it is possible to represent also its components in directions x, y and z, respectively.
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